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SUMMARY
Celebritys sexually abused and molested me at a young age of 18. 
The proof of this is our 15-year-old daughter Aoke Lee.

This happened in Brooklyn where I lived. She was dealing with a 
man named Allen Jones who illegally impersonated my uncle, but 
when she came over I use to be asleep and sometimes I would wake 
up with my pants to my knees with her running out the room.  
Sometimes, I would wake up to find her on top of me and other 
times I would wake up with my penis smelling bad and you can see 
that semen had been ejected. That's how she got pregnant. 

I used to see the little girl; now they both have my books and 
are tempting me. They are misleading the court’s legal, 
businesses boards, and partners about my sensitive case of 
reincarnation.

They have falsified documents claiming I died so they can hold 
on to stolen property with a phony estate with no legal defence. 
I have been proven to be the first man reincarnated, and the 
last reigning king of Windsor, Turks & Caicos, and America by 
Guinness Book of World Records and doctors’ tests. I was 
transformed from Lloyd Been back to Kevin by a cosmetology 
transformation done with my device that made radio & TV signals, 
cell phone, internet and Wi-Fi signals.

Kimora Lee Simmons is a threat to society stealing and sneaking 
books that deal with inherent behaviour, reincarnation secrets, 
scientific material, memory loss and other secrets. She wants 
access to my power source which I am about to use to heal 
diseases, disabilities, and more. The books to operate this 
device have been stolen by Kimora Lee Simmon’s cartel or 
criminal enterprise who is the only ones who knew about these 
world facts. This led them to rob and kill my housekeeper in 
Turks & Caicos and the lady who watched me in America has 
cooperated with this criminal enterprise claiming to be my 
mother and falsifying birth records. They were all coached by 
Kimora Lee Simmons Perkins.

Beware of Kimora and her criminal enterprise. They are expert 
liars, construing facts and when questioned they act naive on 
purpose. We will see that when the courts are built in Salt Cay, 



Turks & Caicos, some will be executed by my squadron after being 
banished from the island for many robbery attempts.

Charges Suit – Business Obstruction
 

She has construed facts to business partners claiming I died and 
that the debt should go to my estate. She destroyed government 
and intellectual property along with my court documents 
regarding the sexual abuse and rape case when she was banished 
from Turks and Caicos Salt Cay.

Kimora and her criminal enterprise stole, looted, swindled, 
falsify documents, construed facts, tampered with secret 
scientific material when they stole my book from my daughter at 
my house. It’s as if they are capable of disconnecting your soul 
from your body, making you into a ghost. 

It was an intentional conspiracy, an attempt to murder using 
cosmetology tools to give heart attacks, cancer, and other 
diseases. Celebrities such as Prince, Michael Jackson, and 
Whitney Houston all died because of a cosmetology pill which 
attacks the body when it is heavily medicated or drugged. It is 
complicated.

I am bringing a suit against the criminal enterprise which 
includes the following persons; Gerdes, Clarice, Kingsley, Graff 
Been, Kimora Lee Simmons,, Aoke Lee, William, Katherine Martin, 
Shaquana and Rodney Elam,  Sheryl Word, Asia and Sharief 
Gilyard, Erica Tinsley, Maria Escabar, Tammy, Yolanda, Perry 
Holdman, Ebony Weathers, Barkem, and Michelle.

This is not a case; they lied to the Turks and Caicos government 
about everything. They say I am an executioner from a small 
island called Salt Cay, in Turks and Caicos. Clarice and Greffie 
Been , Jean Been-Baptiste, Patricia Been, Peggy Been ,they 
attempt to destroy me, cooperating in an  identification theft 
criminal enterprise, tampering with secret scientific material 
causing conflict of science (global warming) and other natural 
disasters , and construing facts. The suspects have been 
claiming to be my family. Gerdes even claim to be my mother, 
falsifying documents by signing claiming to represent me filing 
for American citizenship, applying for passport , closing bank 
accounts at Hank Kong Shanai Banking Corporation. 

If you ask Gerdes she still claims over the phone to be my 



mother even after bringing a suit and pressing charges when she 
refused to get tested. They also lied over the phone about being 
the children of Lloyd Been and Irene Been-Leggett my 
housekeeper. I stopped using the name in 1954 all of them was 
born two years after 1954 and they never met him.

They all took cheque books, cosmetology books so they could work 
my cosmetology device from home. Personally, I think Gerdes Lee 
cooperated with the whole operation to hide the lie she told 
about Lloyd been being her father and having children. She also 
lied about what she did with all my intellectual property and 
deed to houses ,publishing business earnings and printing 
cheques. 

They tricked me by telling me they will return the books when I 
get older. Some made excuses that I was too young to have my own 
property. This criminal enterprise has been misleading family 
and friends about everything, from who are my real parent to who 
are their real parents and  also misleading judicial and other 
officials to get to my businesses and other assets and bank 
accounts. They also told judicial officials what my inherent and 
secret scientific material is.

They have all been working together to steal, loot, embezzle my 
accounts and property, they falsified documents and have false 
power of attorney. They are using fake names to buy several 
properties in Manhattan and Seattle. They claim Lloyd Been died 
but cannot present a death record or tombstone because they 
don't know Lloyd Been. They only heard stories from islanders of 
Salt Cay along what they got from books they stole. 

I am the proven King of Windsor, Turks & Caicos and America 
given to me by biological father King George VI in an 
inheritance. I am also the first man reincarnated. You can test 
me. I have been tested before . The people on this list have 
destroyed and hidden my documents and all government documents 
to prove this. I've had to put out fire that Gerdes set to my 
books that they have stolen from my houses. They sometimes 
brought crowds of people to distract from what they are doing. 
This happened when my son died. I never received my inheritance 
from Gorge Been.

Reincarnation story

Kevin Lee, the first man that was reincarnated still lives in 
New York in his county of kings. He was reincarnated many times 
in his native land of Turks & Caicos Islands. He is known since 



1984 as Kevin Lee who came to America as a boy simply named 
Lloyd or Albert. He has many historic status and titles such as 
Abdullah Yusef Ali, Lord King George, Jesus Christ and more.  On 
record he's been living through reincarnation since the 17th 
century . 

In the 19th century the king and his sons had fought many wars 
defeating Masonic slave masters, political asylum camps, Hyde’s, 
purgatory , exile prisons and other societies, claiming land or 
power sources stolen from the kings homes and secret rooms when 
he was tranquilized as a child.

Kevin also known AS Lloyd George Been is the last reigning king 
of Windsor, Turks & Caicos Islands and America. This was given 
to him in an inheritance by his father King George VI. That’s 
where he was given the name America King and Albert . This young 
man also serves as Hip Hop's cultivator with the largest 
investment in the culture at the building stage, helping to 
commercialize it. He also invested in the first Hip Hop rap 
major record label Def Jam Records all found in his book Hip Hop 
the Last Religion available on Amazon. 

Kevin is also an activist who won the F.B.I in a lawsuit at the 
end of the 2008 recession. This young man has been putting in 
work since he was a child with campaigns such as "VOTE OR DIE" 
with P. Diddy or "WATER FOR LIFE" with Jay-z. Kevin was a model, 
writer, director, producer and editor. He is also a skilled 
musician who played the drums in churches for many years. He is 
also a skilled sound operator who is exceptional in live analogy 
and theatre sound design and operations.

During the 80's until 2010 Kevin spent his time writing for some 
of today’s top recording artist with hits such as Jay-Z’s( “Lost 
Ones), 50 Cent’s 50(“In Tha Club & 21 Questions”),Ll Cool J , 
Beyonce , Biggie & Tupac. He has also been in Hollywood with the 
classic films starring Denzel Washington (Fallen).He also was 
script supervisor for movies like “Belly and Love and 
Basketball.”
 
For the last ten years Kevin has been shooting short videos, 
editing and shooting videos for Jay-z's Rocafella Records 
“Memphis Bleek” by Beanie Siegel. He also interviewed heavy 
weights like the owner of the Source Magazine, Maino, and Mike 
Jones, producer Rockweiler, DJ Envy, DJ Kayslay, and Angie 
Martinez. Kevin also serves as the first artist on Michael 
Jackson’s record label "Wonderland Records".

Since the 1900's it’s been a proven fact that King Jesus Christ 
known in the 1930's as Yusuf or King George lived in Turks & 



Caicos Islands as Yusef and in England as the king at this time. 
Reincarnated again around the 1950's he used the name Lloyd 
George Been after a murder attempt in 1952. His family cloned 
his body after the 1954's murder attempt and he changed his name 
to Lord George Been or Kingsley Been in salute of remembering 
his governing name King George.

In the 1980's the king reached accurate age to accept his 
inheritance and that’s when he started his new business venture, 
DEF JAM RECORDINGS. In 1983 he was victimized by his 
tranquilization and now reaches accurate age to receive business 
investments and more.

List of Legal names and variations used since 1980

SUN , DUKE ,YUSUF , YUSEF , USIF , USEF , LLOYD GEORGE , LLOYD 
BEEN, LLOYD GEORGE BEEN , ABDULLAH YUSUF ALI , ABDULLAH YUSEF 
ALI , GEORGE BEEN  GEORGE LEE, KEVIN LEE, KINGSLEY BEEN , 
NASHAWN JONES

We would like to alert the family and friends of Lloyd George or 
Lloyd Been of Turks & Caicos Island Lloyd now confirmed to be 
named Kevin Lee or Kingsley Been living in Brooklyn NYC has been 
a victim of the identity theft crisis. Any persons who have no 
knowledge of their father from birth since 1908, and have 
received money from anyone under the name George Albert , Albert 
George , George Been , Lloyd Been , Lloyd George, Yusef Ali , 
Yusuf Ali , Abdullah Yusef Ali , Kevin Lee , Kingsley Lee , 
Kingsley Been or Nashawn Lee should be aware that Kevin is their 
biological father or grandfather and is still living . 

Several individuals who were trusted with documents and money 
from Lloyd Been have been cooperating in an identity theft scam 
where they mislead and sometimes threaten people not to talk 
about the reincarnation of their father. Others were lied to and 
told their father was dead. Please be aware. We send our deepest 
regrets to anyone who was misled or told false information in 
the past about their father’s life. Family and friends who would 
like to meet their father for the first time or be reintroduced 
to him because of his slight memory loss you can reach him.

Since 1954 it’s been proven fact that reincarnation is a fact of 
life that is compared to religion in theory. Some may not take 
part in or believe in it but it is fact that there are other 
religions besides yours. 

Reincarnations has been proven in the case of George Albert 



later known as Lloyd George, where family gave alias of the king 
to other family members to claim inheritances and bank accounts 
left by the king. This scam has not stopped even to date, 
because city, state and federal officials haven’t made the 
proper business changes for this new structure in the American 
society.

These officials have ignored these developments starting in 
Turks & Caicos where many activist, religious & iconic figures 
have visited and believed Lloyd is reincarnated because of his 
work in human carnality. Precincts also have many reports of 
these cases, historic figures abducted to “Exile” in 
unbelievable manners and some emigrants migrated from Turk and 
Caicos Island using multiple aliases of the King.

A list of aliases and different variations used by identity 
theft scam circles all referred to the name Kevin Lee since 
1984. Sun , Abdullah Yusef Ali, Abdullah Yusuf Ali , Abdullah 
Yusif Ali , George Been,  Yusef Ali , Loyd George , Lloyd George 
Been , Lloyd Been , George Albert , Albert George, Kingsley 
Been , Kingsley Lee, Kevin Lee, Nashawn Lee , Loyd Lee, and 
Kenneth Lee.

What is Reincarnation?

Reincarnation is the act of your soul or spirit exchanging or 
transferring bodies . There are many forms of reincarnation 
because of the various reasons why reincarnation came about. 
Cloning is one form of reincarnation, tranquilization, reborn 
reincarnation, illegal reincarnation & modern reincarnation. 
Reincarnation is derived from the word "Carnation" meaning human 
life or living vessel. For many centuries it has been what some 
may call beyond human knowledge, the explanation of the material 
or substance human skin or body organs are made of. 

Reincarnation was thought to be myth until after the "Civil 
War". The Civil War was the freeing of slaves some from 
concentration camps some held in Masonic Slave Camps after 
getting caught using the "Underground Railroad " to escape. The 
method used by King Jesus and his royal army cannot be explained 
to date. Some of the enslaved still live today . That’s where 
names Abdullah Ali , Mary, Kathy ,Steve and more became popular. 
When reaching the United States the Federal Government offered 
these people numbers. When the king heard of this he was furious 
and gave them citizenship in America. 

Reincarnation was ignored by public officials for decades. In 



this decade it’s important to teach about reincarnation because 
of the degradation to your bodies. The Federal Government and 
F.B.I agencies have brought harm to the people because of the 
unknowledgeable personnel holding and operating the "Kings" 
power source devices and historic documents. 

Disease is one body harm that the two agencies have caused with 
no proper understanding of human Life."It takes a human corpse 
and soul to make a human body" when some of the slaves were 
freed the souls were sent to anybody on land souls carry 
feminine genes.

 

Investigation Summary

We at the Royal Commission would like the world to be alert of 
historical facts and updates in modern civilization . This year 
marks the end of a decade and brings the Mason’s Myth of the end 
of the world, being the destruction of human civilization . 

For the last century the case of George Albert has been opened 
and closed many times with the concluding investigation 
resulting in his reincarnation, ethnic transformation surgery, 
involuntarily by family and friends of the king . Many 
celebrities, historic & iconic figures have made this case of 
King George a laughing matter because of the social discomfort. 
In King George’s case in 2009 at the age of 25 he has 75 year 
old children. Many did not feel comfortable saying their father 
is a boy , or what if your daughter is 20 and your 25 it sounds 
like a good story but it’s a fact. 

Now with the F.B.I and C.I.A being investigated for the cover-up 
of these details and the mishandling of the king’s property 
since 1952, because he was a mere boy awaiting his belongings 
and inheritance. The F.B.I was formed because of the case of 
King George in the 40’s. Documents were found that showed that 
he left his body a day before his death, supporting the theory 
of reincarnation.

When the Queen at the time found him with his old family she 
then plotted his death making him unable to re-enter his body. 
Mason medical examiners were later arrested for falsifying his 
examination. The place where the body was found on Turks & 
Caicos island with him using his power source to transport the 



body makes this unbelievable but true for the real family of 
King George. 

The Queen was then dethroned in 1954 mainly because of the 
conspiracy to murder King George V&VI and the degradation of her 
character. When the Royal Army found out all of these details 
they then informed the king that her soul was replaced, meaning 
it was a different person in the body at the time of the 
disruptive behaviour. This is what King George calls “Spirit 
Hopping”, not a mystery of far tongue. To many elderly ,historic 
or religious figures in society it’s normal to leave your body 
and go to your next, although kept confidential for many 
reasons, uncool to talk about, and unbelievable to the 
unbeliever. But look how much damage, rather than good is done 
to yourself and civilizations. 

It was a fact in the case of Lloyd George Been, the name and 
body of King George that was found on Turks & Caicos Islands. 
Some call it his getaway pad where Miss Irene Been Leggett and 
her husband Sandy Leggett kept him comfortable. Others called it 
his “nigga” family unhappy pad where the king spent time with 
his other family. The Queen personally was upset catching him 
many times on the island with concubines. 

Spirit hopping was found true because of the families that came 
from purgatory, Hyde’s, was exiled to Salt Cay, then transported 
all over the world.

Throughout the 19th century many families were slaves to Masonic 
organizations, living in dungeon like atmosphere. Miss Irene 
housed some of these people. Yusef the young grandfather also 
contributed to their stay helping to fund businesses for the 
family when they reach the United States. Others disrespected 
the islands looting, learning the king’s family business and 
mishandling business purposely. Many times in the 1900’s the 
house of Irene Been has been burglarized.

The amount of problems and the severity of their actions is what 
made “Spirit Hopping” which is the ability to manage or operate 
a human corpse sometimes while the individual is in the body 
made it a crime . This is mostly done through sleep. When an 
individual is asleep the spirits gets in the body awaken the 
body without awakening the soul . The only way you can tell is 
by marks if any that is on the body from the night they used it.  
In some cases the spirit is awaken in the middle of action 
usually if the person is angered or hurt. The main soul comes to 
the top or is awaken, for  centuries. The Royal Army has dealt 
with these cases.



Lloyd Been’s case is remarkable, because of the loop in time in 
the 1950’s when Lloyd then known as Yusef in his kid body told 
F.B.I. and C.I.A. agents that his toy or harmonica could control 
the world they took it as a game or joke. The loop is now the 
evident in society, some of the fads never leave, they come back 
in different styles and manner. But the loop led to the false 
family of King George claiming his property due to his memory 
loss. Every few years they take part in a international identity 
theft and money laundering scandal because of the 
unknowledgeable personnel at local F.B.I and C.I.A offices.

There is a new Judicial System and Army of Executioner's ready 
for duty globally. These officer have been assembled by the king 
of the world.  The son of King George VI has reached accurate 
age to receive his crown and inheritance . This court system is 
the highest courts on earth with parliament,FBI,and police 
department, congress and senate under its umbrella mandated by 
the kings.

Royal Commission Executioners Inherent war

We are alerting you of a war starting in 2018. The King of the 
world will be taking an operating seat at the world’s table. 
King Ali formerly known as King Albert of Windsor, the son of 
King George VI will be at war with congress, politicians , and 
anyone claiming to be the first family. According  to the law 
anyone who tampered with secret scientific material will be 
executed onsite by firing squads.

A new Constitution will greet us for the new year signed and 
decreed by King Ali. 

 
Explanation as to why Congress is going to war

 
Congressional figures and all other political figures will be 
investigated by the Royal Commission Executioners Office for 
conduciveness in society today. The abuse & waste of city, state 
and federal budgets is the reason why we have seen several 
recessions and a great depression under their watch.

After King Ali ended the 2008 recession by enlightening the 
court system with a one page merit declaration which shows how 
government banks work. There are no deposits made just 
withdrawals which means that Congress had the power to make 
everyone in America a millionaire and it would hurt the economy 



only strengthen it, but the federal government and the Obama 
administration made no effort to end homelessness in America. We 
are suspending politics in America as of 2018. All congressional 
seats will be put on hold, we want to see how much money we are 
freeing up marking the end of politics.
 
After a proper investigation it was discovered that the money 
raised in taxes do not even cover salaries of city state and 
federal employees.

The transit system brings in the most money which was founded by 
King Ali’s money, and congress and politics have taken the money 
and abused it, charging more for fare when they do not need the 
money. Also politics has the transit system operating 
independently. Any money raised in fares is used for track 
repairs not salaries. Salaries are paid by the city or state 
government.

There is a new Judicial System and Army of Executioner's ready 
for duty globally. These officer have been assembled by the King 
of the world ,the son of King George VI has reached accurate age 
to receive his crown and inheritance . This court system is the 
highest courts on earth with parliament,FBI,and police 
department, Congress and Senate under its umbrella mandated by 
the kings.

After King Ali ended the 2008 recession by enlightening the 
court system with a one page Merit Declaration of how government 
banks work. There are no deposits made just withdrawals which 
means that Congress had the power to make everyone in America 
a millionaire and it would not hurt the economy only strengthen 
it. The federal government and the Obama administration made no 
effort to end homelessness in America. We are suspending 
politics in America. As of 2018 all congressional seats will be 
put on hold we want to see how much money we are freeing up 
marking the end of politics. 

After a proper investigation it was discovered that the money 
raised in taxes do not even cover salaries of city, state and 
federal employees. The transit system which was funded by King 
Ali’s money brings in the most money and congress and politics 
have taken the money and abused it. They are charging more for 
fares when they do not need the money. Also politics has the 
transit system operating independently any money raised in fares 
are used for track repairs, not salaries. Salaries are paid by 
the city or state government. 

 



Glossary of terms

Inherent : what by law is existing in humans.

Corpse, spirit hopping, or outer body experience

Existing in something as a permanent, essential, or 
characteristic attribute. 
 
Secret scientific material 

This is a device used only by the king to control weather 
(climate change).It was also used as a power source, the only 
power source in the world giving power to some 7 - 9 billion 
people.

Human organs skin and all body parts or limbs were originated 
from the device. In this day and age the device is mythical but 
to the royal family and King Ali this a fact of history. 
Secret scientific material is a legal term because the books to 
operate the device were stolen by looters. Slaves, some of who 
were executed, escape Hyde and purgatory camps, also so members 
of the first or royal family have been suspected of stealing 
from father, grandfather or great grandfather.

Some celebrities have been caught using it for their own 
personal interest or career. It boosts the stealing of songs and 
beats or music from the device. Some of the artist awaiting 
execution are Kimora Lee Perkins, Sean Jayz Carter, and Beyonce 
Knowles.

Police Department who wants training on inherent ,outer body 
experience, transmigration ,reincarnation, secret scientific 
material need to contact us.

If you need more information go to the world. They took it as a 
game or joke. Now the loop is evident in society, some of the 
fads never leave. They come back in different styles and 
manners. But the loop led to the false family of King George 
claiming his property with memory loss every few years they take 
part in a international identity theft and money laundering 
scandal because of the unknowledgeable personnel at local F.B.I 
and C.I.A offices

©It's only one King and he's not self proclaimed©


